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Objectives: This research evaluate the level of construction waste materials in Iraq construction industry and compare construction material waste among three types of executing projects including specialist contractors, general building contractor and government department.

Methods: The target materials in this study were brick, cement, sand, steel, gravel and thermo-stone. SPSS V24. Descriptive and inferential analyses were applied in this study.

Results and Discussion: Field observation show that the highest percentage of waste was “Brick” with 15.21% followed by “Sand” with 12.52% and “Thermo-stone” with 12.02%. The lowest percentage of waste in Iraq construction project was “Steel” and “Cement” with 3.96% and 4% respectively. The results of a comparison between these three groups confirmed that for all types of construction project waste, the governmental project had the highest percentage (12.77%), special contractor (11.19%), a general building contractor (9.71%). The major waste from materials was handling with 31.9%, concrete construction with 28.09% and 24.26% the finishing.

Conclusion: The percentage of losses in the construction sites is very high compared to the permissible limit implementing inexpensive preventive measures, mostly related to managerial practice improvements.
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1. Introduction

According to the modern production philosophy, waste is understood as any inefficiency that results in the use of equipment, materials, labor, or capital in larger quantities than those considered as necessary in the production of a product. Waste includes both the incidence of material losses and the execution of unnecessary works, which generate additional costs but do not add value to the product.

Construction waste is also defined as any losses produced by activities that generate direct or indirect costs but do not add any value to the product. The researcher prefers to define the construction waste as the surplus materials that are generated from construction, renovation and demolition activities.

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), construction waste materials also include packaging material and rubble material that results from construction, remodeling, repair, and demolition operations of pavements, houses, commercial buildings and other structures in addition to any improvement materials may be used in construction sites. According to the Chartered Institute of Building, construction waste takes up a significant portion, ranging from one-fourth to one-third, of the total waste produced in many countries. Most of it is buried in landfills due to its non-combustible nature. Moreover, the problem of stockpiling inert materials recovered from construction waste has become more common and serious. Insufficient earth-filling projects used to absorb the high quantity of inert materials have led to such stockpiling. It is also difficult and economically inefficient to sort inert materials to meet project specifications for the use of filling materials.

For many people in the construction industry, the concept of waste treatment is directly associated with the action of removing the waste from the site to the landfills. The main reason for this view is the fact that the waste issue is a reality in the construction industry. Although such waste is very important from an environmental perspective, this approach has been criticized since the beginning of industrial engineering. The economic loss caused by material waste is smaller than the ones related to the inefficiency of human work. Ford also suggested that human work should be the focus of waste prevention, since the value of materials depends, to a great extent, on the work that has been spent on them. Other types of material waste beyond debris also need to be considered. A study by classified construction waste by losses included direct and indirect material waste. The direct waste consists of a complete loss of materials since they are irreparably damaged or simply lost. In this case, the wastage usually needs to be removed from the site such as the sand process before usage with cement on finishing activities. In contrast, indirect waste occurs when materials are not physically lost; causing only a monetary loss, for example, waste due to concrete slab thickness larger than specified by the structural design.

2. Causes of construction waste

Many causes lead to generating material wastage in construction projects. The main causes are found to be design errors, wrong specifications, lack of execution information, mistake assessment of material quantities, difficulty in movement, poor stock of materials, inefficient process of materials, inexperienced workers, and poor site management and performance.

It is estimated that 33% of the construction waste is due to the unemployment of waste reduction measures by architects during design. Minimization of the construction waste through design is a complex task because buildings usually embody a diverse range of materials. On the other hand, various project parties contributed directly or indirectly to raise the generated waste. However, there is a consensus that design changes occurring whilst construction is the main factor that generates construction waste.

Specifications complexity and lack of execution information lead to assumptions made by contractors and sub-contractors, which result in over-ordering of materials. The unforeseen construction conditions and long project durations allow for modifying the design to be more modern.

Generated waste during the execution phase is mainly due to poor communications leading to mistakes, bad overlapping between design and construction, incorrect estimating, obstacle transportation, bad storage, uncompleted handling, poor workmanship, lack of supervision, and inefficient site management. This leads to construction waste prevention issues being at the bottom of the priority list. Lack of recycling and reuse, education, technology process change, and material reduction techniques during the project activities minimize the possibility to avoid a lot of the generated waste in construction sites.
2.1. Material waste in construction site

Material wastes found in the site can be concrete, steel reinforcements, cement, blocks, mortar, and aggregate.

2.1.1. Steel reinforcement

Due to its weight and shape, steel reinforcement can be cumbersome to handle. Thus, controlling its usage in building sites is relatively difficult. Cutting steel is reinforcement out of the design and detailing. Damages caused by storage and rusting are also some of the other reasons for steel wastage. Other reasons that may also leads to waste are loss in mud, damage to mesh and bars, and excessive use of tying wire.

2.1.2. Concrete

Mixed concrete can be classified into two: concrete ready-mixed (premixed concrete) and concrete site-mixed. Concreting is a major part of the building process. The substructure and superstructure of buildings make use of concrete, making it the most extensively used material. A survey of twenty-two construction sites in Hong Kong revealed that ready mixed concrete was used 80% of the work. About 3-5% of the material ends up being wasted. Most of the loss was because of broken formwork, excessive material ordering, and poor concrete placement quality that resulted in redoing the work. In the case of ready mix concrete supply, the top reason for wastage is the mismatch between the quantity of concrete ordered and the actual amount required.

2.1.3. Cement and mortar

It is relatively more complicated to analyses the waste of cement since it is used as a component of mortar and casts in-place concrete in many different processes like plastering, brickwork, and floor screed. Nonetheless, this material is considered to be relatively expensive.

Mortar is mostly utilized to set blocks and bricks and finish off buildings’ facings. Scraping out the mortar from the spaces between the facing bricks is said to be the main cause of waste here. Other causes of waste are spillage during transport and mixing too much mortar. When too much mortar is mixed, residues in mixers, tubes, and wheelbarrows are created.

2.1.4. Sand, lime, and mortar premixes

The wastage of mortars consumed in fabricating brickworks and plasters has been previously outlined. The major sources of cement wastage also account for the majority of issues associated with lime and sand, and also pre-mix of lime and sand mortars. These materials are normally transported via lorries, and so added wastage may be associated with inadequate controls in deliveries and with handling prerequisites. Certain Brazilian firms have begun utilizing ready-use packaged mixes of mortars. This packaging has tended to resolve many of the control issues associated with deliveries, handling, and distribution. Even though data is insufficient reports indicate that such technical improvements can reduce mortar wastage compared to that of conventional on-site production of mortars.

2.1.5. Bricks and blocks

Brick and block materials are among the most commonly employed types, and cutting is the major source of wastage. Unloading supplies may result in increases in losses from damages due to the materials’ fragility. Leftover brick supplies at many locations also tended to be eventually disposed of as waste. A mix of reasons can explain brick and block material wastage at the majority of locations which performed weakly. Issues associated with material deliveries, such as inadequate controls for the numbers of brick or block delivered as well as losses incurred in the materials as these were unloaded, were observed at many site.

3. Research methodology

3.1. Site observation

The researcher directly visited thirty-four construction sites in Iraq as soon as obtaining the approval of the organization’s companies wishing to cooperate with the researcher. Site monitoring is described in Table 1 (Supplementary material). The study focused to measure activities in the begging that included the mean material in the local construction industry sand, gravel cement, steel reinforcement, bricks, and thermos. The researcher observes the procedure work of each activity (material delivery, transportation of material, handling, stock, rejection of activities, labor mistakes, cutting in steel). The observation of construction sites is not only pointed out the work activates but report how the staff prepare to achieve each activity (Table 1 (supplementary material)).

3.2. Data measured

Study by (Formoso CT, Asce LSM, Cesare C De, Isatto EL) measured the waste percentage of materials in relation difference between the amount of materials effectively purchased by the company (M purchased), less the amount
of existing inventories (Inv) to the amount of materials defined by the measurement of work done (M designed).\textsuperscript{13) 

Waste percentage 
\[ \text{Waste percentage } = \frac{[\text{M purchased} - \text{Inv}] - \text{M designed}}{\text{M designed}} \text{- Eq}(1) \]

To evaluate the research objectives and also to answer the research questions, collected data was entered to SPSS Ver 24. Prior to data analysis data cleaning was done for checking of missing cases or wrong entry. After cleaning data both descriptive and inferential analysis were applied.

To calculate the highest percentage of waste in construction projects frequency analysis used to measure and determine the waste materials pattern in the Iraq construction industry. Differences in the mean scores of all types of waste material, a one-way repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to assess the differences among types of waste material. An ANOVA with repeated measures is used to compare three or more group means where the participants are the same in each group. This usually occurs in two situations when participants are measured multiple times to see changes to an intervention, or when participants are subjected to more than one condition/trial and the response to each of these conditions wants to be compared. To evaluate three types of projects including specialist contractors, general building contractor, and government department’s projects, frequency analysis was applied.

3.3 Result analysis

According to these results, the highest percentage of waste in construction projects belonged to “Brick” with 15.21% followed by “Sand” with 12.62% and “Thermo-stone” with 12.13%. The lowest percentage of wastes in Iraq construction project was observed for “Steel” and “Cement” with 3.96% and 4% respectively as shown in Fig. 1.

To evaluate the differences in the mean scores of all types of waste material, a one way repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to assess whether there were differences among types of waste material.

The result of Mauchly’s test indicated that the Sphericity assumption was violated ($\chi^2 = 226.136$, $p < 0.001$). Therefore, Greenhouse-Geisser estimation was used to evaluate the differences among means of different waste materials. The results of repeated measure ANOVA showed that difference among these six types of waste material was statistically significant $F(1.33, 43.948) = 1902.654$, ($p < 0.05$, $\eta^2 = 0.983$) therefore to evaluate the details for the mean difference of these six types of waste material, post hoc test (Bonferroni) was applied to compare the mean scores. The results of Bonferroni test $\text{Table S2}$ (Supplementary material) showed that the difference among all tests was significant ($p < 0.05$). According to this test, it was observed that the percentage of sand significantly was lower than brick while it was significantly more than gravel, cement and steel. There was no significant difference between sand and thermos tone. These results also showed that the percentage of gravel was significantly lower than brick and thermos stone while it was significantly more than cement and steel. There was no significant difference between cement and steel but the percentage of steel significantly was lower than brick and thermos stone. The results of the pairwise comparison also indicated that brick significantly was more than thermos stone. This means that the average of material waste varies from one material to another in the same project.

3.4. Waste Material pattern and executing the type of projects

A total of thirty four projects were considered for evaluation of waste patterns as given in $\text{Table S2}$ (Supplementary material). From these thirty four construction projects fourteen projects were under specialist contractors and the same number of projects belonged to the general building contractor. Only six projects were managed under government departments. In this part of the data analysis, the difference between the three types of projects was investigated ($\text{Table S2}$ (supplementary material)).

3.4.1. Sand

Descriptive statistics (Fig. 2) showed that the highest percentage of sand as waste belonged to governmental projects (14.22%) followed by a special contractor with (12.89%) and
the lowest amount of sand as waste produced by general building contractors (11.67%). This highest percentage in site executing by government department caused by many factors such use repair on finishing work, bad estimation in foundation work, waiting for equipment repair, damage material in the site, and materials do not meet specification. The mixed between sand and gravel in sites activities work make damage in both. It must to separates material and prepare an adequate place before doing any activities to avoid this highest wastage. Multiple storages to executing activities in these sites made sand spared in a large area which causes other losses.

3.4.2 Gravel

The results of data analysis (Fig. 3) for a percentage of gravel among three types projects indicated that the highest percentage of gravel as waste material was observed among governmental projects (12.77%) followed by conducted projects by a special contractor with 11.19% and the lowest amount of gravel as waste produced by general building contractors (9.71%). A total of thirty four projects were considered for evaluation of waste patterns as given in Table S2 (Supplementary material). From these thirty four construction projects fourteen projects were under specialist contractors and the same number of projects belonged to the general building contractor. Only six projects were managed under government departments. In this part of the data analysis, the difference between the three types of projects was investigated (Table S2 (supplementary material)).

3.4.3. Cement

Descriptive statistics for cement waste showed in Fig. 4 that the highest percentage belonged to governmental projects (5.92%) followed by a special contractor with 4.61% and the lowest amount of cement waste material observed by general building contractors (2.56%). Cement is a major component in building activities such as casting, brickwork and finishing phase. Cement waste is relatively complex to evaluate, losses in these sites are caused by poor storage and handling works. The workers careless about cement bagged some of them split and speared to the ground. Concrete is an elastic material that generated pressure to farm celling or foundation. This made an increase in cement value.

3.4.4. Steel

The results of data analysis as shown in Fig. 5 for a percentage of steel among three types projects indicated that the highest percentage of steel as waste material was observed among governmental projects (5.88%) followed by conducted projects by a special contractor with 4.49% and the lowest amount of gravel as waste produced by general building contractors (2.58%).

The reasons for losses in steel caused by cutting and rusting. Designer in some part of the activities required using different diameter. Cutting too small pieces cause an unusable amount of insufficient steel bars. Lack in structure standardization the major case in steel reinforcement losses.

3.4.5. Brick

Brick waste was another types of waste in construction
projects. The results of a descriptive analysis on percentage of brick waste (Fig. 6) showed that the highest percentage of brick as waste belonged to governmental projects (17.03%) followed by a special contractor with 15.71% and the lowest amount of brick as waste produced by general building contractors (13.92%). The major cause in brick losses cutting in a standard size to consider with the designer requirement. Multiple handling of the same batch of bricks inflow building process. Design layout in wall works needs using a lot of cutting in bricks by using tools. The workers did not cure the remaining quantities of bricks consumption the newer pieces to complete building activity a large amount of cutting remaining in the ground and generated a high waste of losses in bricks.

3.4.6. Thermos tone

The results of data analysis (Fig. 7) for a percentage of thermos tone among three types projects indicated that the highest percentage of thermos tone as waste material was observed among governmental projects (15.97%) followed by conducted projects by a special contractor with 13.01% and the lowest amount of thermos tone as waste produced by general building contractors (9.59%). Poor handling was the mean case of thermo stone waste. Loading and unloading from storage to site activities cause a lot of damage and broking. Thermo stone is a lightweight cheaper than bricks and bigger size. It is preferred in building interval wall and building activities especially second floor and so on. However, the problem in handling works is not efficient to lessen the high percentage of waste in thermo stone.

3.5. Major construction wastes in Iraq construction industry

According to the results (Fig. 8) for major construction waste in Iraq construction project, it was found that the majority of respondents selected the highest waste from the material was handling with 31.9% actions implementing activities such as building brick wall go through several stages, as they require the mortar handling phase and the brick construction project. Eight researcher study find that material handling process minimize waste generation.10) These stages often require a large effort and a sufficient number of workers and the contractor may resort to reducing the number of workers required to implement each activity, which leads to workers feeling tired and exhausted, generates indifference and interest in the resulting losses and as they intend. The worker needs to spread the mortar on the wall to fix the bricks on it and
does not care about the falling off mortar as a result of that. Concrete construction with 28.09% the second major construction waste.\textsuperscript{17} The concrete mixing process requires three stages. The first stage is the unloading of the concrete from the factory in the baking, then from the molding pump to the pouring pump, then from the casting pump to the section to be poured. Through the phases of emptying and filling these wastes occur in addition to the presence of errors in the wood formwork that may not be well fixed or errors in measurements during implementation.

24.26% of respondents selected the finishing the third major construction building. Finishing work requires sand treatment to obtain a suitable gradient for ficus purposes. During the ficus work, some parts of the mortar fall off and mix with other waste, which makes its use undesirable reuse, in addition to the quantities charged for the purpose to obtain tropical walls.\textsuperscript{18}

Formwork with 10.6% Loses of the framework related to design the fourth ranking in major construction building. Often designers resort to demonstrating the aesthetic of the building at the expense of generating waste, environmental and economic damage in addition to the presence of mistakes in some designs.\textsuperscript{19}

Temporary hoarding with 5.11% had the lowest frequency as major construction waste. Companies usually resort to fencing the site before starting the project and setting up temporary services during the implementation of the projects. Often not used at the end of the project. The result of chi-square indicated that this difference was statistically significant ($\chi^2=62.85$, $p<0.001$).

### 3.6. Discussion

The study showed that the percentage of losses in the construction sites is very high compared to the permissible limit. Most of these losses are caused by material handling. Concrete construction, finishing as major construction waste and two other items including formwork and temporary hoarding. In addition to the losses resulting from the work of delivery materials to the site, poor storage, design mistakes, human errors and mistake in estimating quantities related to the implementation of each activity. This is due to the unwillingness of contractors and companies to reduce the wastes, as well as that these wastes different from site to another for the same construction material, and the waste in the same site different from one material to another.

The government should set laws that limit the phenomenon of generating wastes and impose taxes on companies to limit their spread to reduce the negative effects on the environment and reduce the costs incurred by them.

The designer must take into account the losses generated must make designs more friendly environment, easy to implement, and somewhat avoids the unnecessary aesthetics of buildings and the extra cost. Such as minimize the different of steel diameter, building dimensions are close to standard steel dimensions or their multiples. The design of the building has a longer service life and the maintenance process can be sustainable and use of reusable materials.

The company has to hire with a staff capable of managing the site and has experience in how to manage the delivery of materials to and from the site, store materials and the use of skilled manpower in the implementation of the work and monitor the activities of the project on carried out with control over construction wastes during the implementation of the project in addition to estimate the quantities used for each work activity executed and the project schedule.

### 4. Conclusions

The objective was to measure and determine the waste material pattern in Iraq construction industry. Both frequency analysis and repeated measure ANOVA were used to cover the objective of the study. According to the results of frequency analysis, the highest percentage of waste in construction projects belonged to “Brick” with 15.21% followed by “Sand” with 12.52% and “Thermo-stone” with 12.02%. The lowest percentage of waste in Iraq construction project was observed for “Steel” and “Cement” with 3.96% and 4% respectively. ANOVA was conducted to assess whether there were differences among types of waste material showed there was a significant difference among 6 wastes types ($p<0.05$) including sand, gravel, cement, steel, brick and thermos-stone. The second part of this objective was related to comparing among three types of projects including specialist contractors, general building contractor, and government department’s projects. The results of comparison between these three groups confirmed that for all types of
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